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The encoding of long-term associative memories for
learned behaviors is a fundamental brain function.
Yet, how behavior is stably consolidated and
retrieved in the vertebrate cortex is poorly under-
stood. We trained zebrafish in aversive reinforce-
ment learning and measured calcium signals across
their entire brain during retrieval of the learned
response. A discrete area of dorsal telencephalon
that was inactive immediately after training became
active the next day. Analysis of the identified area
indicated that it was specific and essential for long-
term memory retrieval and contained electrophysio-
logical responses entrained to the learning stimulus.
When the behavioral rule changed, a rapid spatial
shift in the functional map across the telencephalon
was observed. These results demonstrate that the
retrieval of long-term memories for learned behav-
iors can be studied at the whole-brain scale in
behaving zebrafish in vivo. Moreover, the findings
indicate that consolidated memory traces can be
rapidly modified during reinforcement learning.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding how neural programs for adaptive behaviors dur-
ing reinforcement learning are encoded in the brain is an impor-
tant question in neuroscience. Associative reinforcement
learning is a common behavior that involves the integration of
cue and reward or punishment into a stable ‘‘on-demand’’
behavioral program when the animal is subsequently presented
with cue. However, the brain networks governing the formation,
storage, and retrieval of such programs are not well defined.
Reinforcement learning is believed to require distributed ensem-
bles of cortical neurons instructed by subcortical areas such as
the amygdala, hippocampus, and striatum, providing emotion,
context, and reward information, respectively (Pennartz et al.,2011; Sesack and Grace, 2010). These cortical ensembles are,
in turn, thought to be embedded within behavioral action output
circuits such as the mammalian corticobasal ganglia loops that
comprise connections between cortex, striatum, and thalamus.
However, information on the precise location of these cortical
ensembles, their physiological responses, and whether they
are adaptable to changing contingencies during learning re-
mains limited.
Historically, the zebrafish telencephalon was considered a
primitive structure without the functional units that characterize
mammalian telencephalon such as cortex, hippocampus, amyg-
dala, and the basal ganglia. However, recent developmental and
behavioral studies demonstrate that this viewpoint requires revi-
sion: while the mammalian neural tube evaginates, the dorsal
part of the teleostean neural tube, i.e., the pallium, everts toward
the outside, resulting in an inversion of themediolateral organiza-
tion observed in mammals (Mueller and Wullimann, 2009;
Mueller et al., 2011, 2008). Thus, mammalian amygdala and hip-
pocampus may correspond to the dorsomedial (Dm) and the
dorsolateral (Dl) part of the zebrafish pallium, respectively (Porta-
vella et al., 2004; Rodrı´guez et al., 2002), while the central zone of
the dorsal telencephalic area (Dc) may correspond to the
mammalian neocortex.
Recent studies have demonstrated that ensembles of cortical
neurons become selectively correlated during reinforcement
learning (Komiyama et al., 2010; Harvey et al., 2012). However,
how these neuronal populations are selected during learning to
encode a long-term stable behavioral program that is retrievable
by appropriate motor action circuits upon cue presentation re-
mains unclear. In order to isolate the neural circuits responsible
for both long-term memory storage and retrieval and concurrent
entrainment, onewould need an experimental system to observe
patterns of neural activity across the whole brain during
behavior. In Drosophila brain, associative memory traces have
been observed with calcium imaging of the mushroom bodies
(Yu et al., 2006). However, the in vivo identification of distributed
neural ensembles responsible for the execution of associative
behavioral programs in vertebrate preparations has proven
less tractable to date.
Zebrafish exhibit a rich behavioral repertoire and their trans-
parent brain is highly amenable to optical techniques toNeuron 78, 881–894, June 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 881
Figure 1. Transgenic HuC:IP Zebrafish Can Learn an Active Avoidance Paradigm
(A1) In active avoidance training, a red LED light was presented as the cue for a maximum 15 s to the compartment where fish were located. Three reaction types
were observed. ‘‘Avoidance’’ describes fish that successfully crossed the hurdle without getting a mild electric shock delivered as the punishment. ‘‘Escape’’
describes fish that received the punishment but subsequently escaped from that compartment within 15 s. ‘‘Failure’’ describes fish that neither avoided nor
escaped during the whole trial of 30 s.
(A2) Time schedule for active avoidance training. After 20 min of adaptation, each fish was trained for three sessions with 20 min intersession intervals. The tests
for the retrieval of trained avoidance behavior or calcium imaging was performed either 30 min after (short-termmemory, STM) or 24 hr after (long-term memory,
LTM) the last training.
(B) Transgenic fishHuC:IP learned the active avoidance paradigm aswell as control fish. Columns and bars represent themean ± SEM, respectively. The average
numbers of trials required to achieve the criterion at different timings of the learning process were 34.9 in session 1 and 12.5 in session 3, with 12.2 trials for the
STM test and 10.9 trials for the LTM testing. ***p < 0.001, one-way ANOVA and Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test. n = 44.
(C) When tested without the electric shock, fish exhibit the avoidance behavior against the cue presentation. Columns and bars represent the mean ± SEM,
respectively. S1, session 1; S3, session 3; LTM test wo shock, LTM test without electric shock. S1 versus S3, *p < 0.05, paired t test. S1 versus LTM test wo shock,
**p < 0.01, paired t test. S3 versus LTM test wo shock, p = 0.9456, paired t test. n = 7.
(D) Example of traces of the fish head position (red line) in first five cue presentations (cue 1–cue 5) from the first session (top) and the last session (bottom). The red
dot indicates the starting point. The black line in the middle with a space represents the grove of the hurdle through which fish swims to the opposite
compartment.
(E) The latency of avoidance decreased after the training of the active avoidance. Columns and bars represent the mean ± SEM, respectively. The average of the
latency of avoidance in first five cue presentations significantly decreases as the training advances. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, unpaired t test. n = 30.
(F) The accuracy of learning measured by the percentage of the correct avoidance response significantly increased as the training advances. ***p < 0.001,
unpaired t test. n = 30.
(legend continued on next page)
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Behavioral Program Retrieval in Zebrafishinvestigate the structure and function of neural circuits (Fetcho
and McLean, 2010; Norton et al., 2011; Portugues and Engert,
2011; Del Bene et al., 2010; Wyart et al., 2009; Wiechert et al.,
2010; Blumhagen et al., 2011). In this study, we used zebrafish
to define the functional anatomy of active neural ensembles dur-
ing a learned behavior. Fish were trained in a reinforcement
learning task requiring the association of cue and punishment
coupled to active avoidance (Pradel et al., 1999; Portavella
et al., 2004). Active avoidance has been explained by two-factor
learning theory in which animals are assumed to learn to predict
and thus fear the looming shock (one, purportedly Pavlovian,
factor), so that a transition from an unsafe to a safe state pro-
vides an appetitive prediction error that can reinforce the associ-
ated action (the other, instrumental, factor) (Mowrer, 1956; Maia,
2010; Dayan, 2012). We thus consider the active avoidance
paradigm in this study as a form of reinforcement learning. We
applied in vivo calcium imaging to the whole brain to identify
the resultant pattern of neural activity during retrieval of the
long-term associative memory formed by this task and then
examined the area with multimodal approaches including le-
sions, electrophysiology, connectivity mapping, neurotrans-
mitter profiling, and a change in the behavioral rule.
RESULTS
Zebrafish Learn a Behavioral Program in an Active
Avoidance Paradigm
As a first step toward identifying neural circuits encoding a
behavioral program, we designed an experiment to visualize
neural activity resulting from an active avoidance paradigm.
For this purpose, we used the transgenic zebrafish line HuC:IP
(Li et al., 2005) that expresses a calcium-sensitive protein, in-
verse pericam (IP), under control of the panneural HuC promoter,
wherein the fluorescence intensity of marker expression de-
creases when IP is bound to calcium ions (Li et al., 2005). The
expression levels of IP in adult zebrafish brain are relatively ho-
mogenous within dorsal telencephalon, although different re-
gions do show some minor variations (see Figure S1A available
online).
We first examined whether transgenic HuC:IP fish could learn
in an active avoidance paradigm. The fish was placed in a shut-
tle tank divided into two compartments by a hurdle through
which it can swim to the other compartment (Figure 1A1). A
cue was presented as a red LED light for a maximum of 15 s
to the compartment where the fish was located. If the fish did
not go to the opposite compartment during the cue presenta-
tion, a punishment in the form of a mild electric shock (2.5 V,
AC) was delivered for 15 s maximum (Figure 1A1, escape and
failure). By repeating trials with random intertrial intervals (15 s
on average), the fish learned to avoid the shock by swimming
to the opposite compartment before the cue ended (Figure 1A1,
avoidance). We terminated the training session when the fish
reached the learning criterion of more than eight successful(G) The avoidance response of cue-alone fish did not increase, indicating that th
(H) The avoidance response of cue-shock unpaired fish did not increase, indicatin
SEM, respectively.
See also Movies S1 and S2 and Figure S1.avoidance responses out of ten trials (see Experimental Proce-
dures). Fish that reached the learning criterion within three
consecutive training sessions were considered learners
(Figure 1A2). The HuC:IP and wild-type fish showed similar
free-swimming behavior during the adaptation period in terms
of frequency of crossing the hurdle, although the HuC:IP fish
showed a slight increase in swimming distance (Figures S1B
and S1C). In HuC:IP learner fish, the number of trials required
for reaching the learning criterion had remarkably reduced by
the third session (Figure 1B, compare session 1 [average] =
34.9 to session 3 [average] = 12.5, n = 44). The reduced number
of trials required for reaching the learning criterion was main-
tained when the fish was tested at 30 min (STM: short-term
memory test, Figure 1B, STM [average] = 12.2, n = 27) and
24 hr after the last training session (LTM: long-term memory
test, Figure 1B, LTM [average] = 10.9, n = 33), indicating that
HuC:IP transgenic fish efficiently learn a behavioral program in
an active avoidance paradigm (Movies S1 and S2). We also
confirmed the reduction in the number of the trials to reach
the criterion 24 hr after the last training session in the absence
of punishment, as the same level of memory retrieval with pun-
ishment (Figure 1C), showing that the fish gained a long-term
memory, not just behavioral savings.
During the active avoidance paradigm, zebrafish show an
improvement in an avoidance skill in a trial-and-error manner.
In Figure 1D, a trace of fish head position is shown for five
first cue presentations in the first and last sessions of training.
In the first session, fish swam in circles during the cue presenta-
tion, often with low mobility (Figure 1D, top row). However, in the
last session, the traces appeared to be directed toward the
opposite compartment (Figure 1D, bottom row). These swim-
ming pattern changes were accompanied by a decrease in the
latency of avoidance and an increase in the accuracy of the
response, that is, the percentage of avoidance response (Figures
1E and 1F).
We prepared three types of control fish: cue-alone group fish
that were given cue alone, shock-alone group fish that were
given electric shock alone, and cue-shock unpaired group fish
that were given independent cue or electric shock at random.
We checked the behavioral responses against cue presentation
in the cue-alone group and in the cue-shock unpaired group. We
confirmed that the rate of avoidance response in these groups
was less than a chance level after three sessions, showing no
learning by the cue if it is not associated with the electric shock
(Figures 1G and 1H and Movie S1).
Bilateral Neural Activity Associated with Retrieval of the
Behavioral Program
At 24 hr after the last training session, the learner fishwere immo-
bilized by injecting the muscle relaxant d-tubocurarine and then
placed in the hand-made chamber of a large-field imaging sys-
tem equipped with a perfusion tube and a red LED light posi-
tioned to the right eye (Figures S2A and S2C). The decrease inere is no learning. n = 11.
g that there is no learning. n = 4. For (F)–(H), dots and bars represent the mean ±
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Figure 2. Calcium Signals Encoding Memory Retrieval in Zebrafish Telencephalon
(A) Left: example of individual activity pattern for each experimental group. The image was taken at 1 s after the cue presentation. Star indicates the activity in the
optic tectum. Arrows indicate the activity spots in the telencephalon specific to the learner fish 24 hr after the training. Right: averaged temporal sequence of
fluorescence change of each experimental group in the left optic tectum (blue line, Left tec) and the left telencephalon (pink line, Left tel). The mean ± SEM is
plotted. The cue presentation period was indicated with a red shadowed box. Cue-alone, n = 6; shock-alone, n = 4; cue-shock unpaired, n = 5, learner 24 hr, n=7;
learner 30 min, n=4.
(B) Comparison of the average of the peak time for left tectum (Ltec), left telencephalon (Ltel), and right telencephalon (Rtel) in the learner group. The peak times in
the left (2,228 ± 401 ms) and right (2,313 ± 328ms) telencephalon are significantly later than that in the left tectum (1,864 ± 197ms). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, unpaired
t test. There was no significant difference between the peak times in the left and right telencephalon. p = 0.6516, unpaired t test.
(legend continued on next page)
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tivity (Li et al., 2005). We measured fluorescence changes in
HuC:IP fish in response to the cue presentation. As a control,
we measured fluorescence changes of cue-alone fish trained
as described above (see also full experimental procedures in
the Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Data for the tem-
poral fluorescence changes were converted to absolute values
for clear presentation. In both learner and cue-alone control
fish, an intense activity spot was observed in the contralateral
optic tectum upon cue presentation (Figure 2A, star in all left
panels, and Movies S3 and S4), reflecting activation of afferents
from the right retina. Interestingly, only learner fish showed bilat-
eral spot-like activities in the dorsal telencephalon 24 hr after the
last training, and activity was stronger in the contralateral left
hemisphere than in the ipsilateral right hemisphere (Figure 2A,
arrows in the fourth row of the left panel, and Movie S4). We
then examined the specificity of this telencephalic calcium signal
by observing two other control conditions, shock-alone and cue-
shock unpaired (see Experimental Procedures). No localized cal-
cium signals were observed in both cases (Figure 2A, second
and third rows of the left panel). Interestingly, when the learner
was analyzed for its activity 30 min after the last training session,
no focal activity was observed in response to cue presentation in
the telencephalon (Figure 2A, fifth row of the left panel, and
Movie S5). These results suggest that the activity observed at
24 hr was specific to the retrieval of the behavioral program
from long-term storage.
To analyze the time sequence of the calcium activity in left op-
tic tectum and left telencephalon, we averaged fluorescence in-
tensity data of learner and control groups. In the learner group
analyzed 24 hr after training, the peak of the signals in the left
telencephalon appeared later than that in the left optic tectum
(Figure 2A, fourth row of the right panel, blue and pink lines).
For the statistical comparison, the peak times for each individual
were identified from a curve fitted by the least-squares method
and compared between the left tectum, and the left and right
telencephalon (Figure 2B). We found a significant difference be-
tween the peak time of the tectum and that of the left or right
telencephalon (Figure 2B, left telencephalon: p = 0.0350, un-
paired t test, right telencephalon: p = 0.0044, unpaired t test).
There was no significant difference between the left and right
telencephalon (p = 0.6516, unpaired t test). The peak time of
the left tectum activity in learners measured 24 hr after the last
training (LTM) is not significantly different from that of four other
conditions: cue-alone, shock-alone, cue-shock unpaired, and
learner 30 min (STM) (Figure 2C).
Figure 2D graphically illustrates the fluorescence changes in
the learner and control fish in each telencephalic hemisphere.
The learner fish showed an increased fluorescence change
and therefore response to cue presentation in both telencephalic(C) Comparison of the average of the peak time for left tectum in all experimental c
last training; STM, learner imaged 30 min after the last training. LTM (1,864 ± 197
shock-alone (1,748 ± 135 ms), p = 0.2993, unpaired t test. LTM versus cue-shock
179 ms), p = 0.9346, unpaired t test. LTM versus stay (1,936 ± 49 ms), p = 0.360
(D) Comparison of the averaged temporal sequence of fluorescence change of the
(pink line). The mean ± SEM is plotted. The cue presentation period is indicated
See also Movies S3, S4, and S5 and Figure S2.hemispheres (Figure 2D, pink line). There were no obvious peaks
in fluorescence changes in control fish (Figure 2D, green line).
Altogether, we could identify the calcium signals specifically
related to the long-term memory for learned avoidance behavior
in zebrafish telencephalon.
The Learning-Activated Area Is Necessary for Retrieval
of the Behavioral Program
To investigate whether the activated areas are necessary for the
learning and retrieval of the behavioral program, we performed
bilateral ablation of these areas before and after the training (Fig-
ures 3A1 and 3A2). The ablation site was determined based on
the average coordinates of the activity centers in the imaging ex-
periments (Figure 3E, ablated, black circles; see Experimental
Procedures). In the control group, we ablated the anterior-
most region of the telencephalon (Figure 3E, sham, open circles).
The ablation sites were confirmed by Nissl staining after testing
was complete (Figure 3B).
We first performed the operation on the first day, trained fish
on the second day, and examined the memory retrieval in a
short-term period (STM, 30 min after the last training) and a
long-term period (LTM, 24 hr after the last training) (Figure 3A1).
As shown in Figure 3C, the activated area-ablated fish could
reach learning criterion in the active avoidance paradigm during
training as efficiently as sham-operated animals (Figure 3C,
sham S1 versus abl S1, p = 0.2642 unpaired t test; sham S3
versus abl S3, p = 0.3659, unpaired t test). Moreover, when the
memory retrieval was tested 30min after the last training, the ab-
lated fish could remember the task as well as the sham-operated
fish (Figure 3C, sham STM versus abl STM, p = 0.2604, unpaired
t test). However, when the memory retrieval was tested 24 hr af-
ter the last training, the ablated fish could not remember the task
(Figure 3C, sham LTM versus abl LTM, p = 0.0266, unpaired
t test; abl STM versus abl LTM, p = 0.0117, paired t test). This
result suggests that only retrieval of the long-term memory was
impaired in the ablated fish, while short-term memory was
spared. The effect of the surgery itself on fish vision or perception
of pain was minimal because operated fish could efficiently learn
the task. We found no effect on the basic free-swimming
behavior after surgery (Figures S3A1, S3A2, S3B1, and S3B2).
To examine whether the retrieval of the memory stored in the
activated area is affected by the ablation of this site, we abla-
ted the same area 5 hr after the training and tested for retrieval
of the avoidance behavior 24 hr after the last training (Fig-
ure 3A2). In fish that underwent the ablation after training, the
number of trials required for reaching the learning criterion
significantly increased, comparing performance before and af-
ter ablation (Figure 3D, before [average in training session 3] =
9.6; after [average] = 23.6, p = 0.025, paired t test). In contrast,
sham-operated fish showed no significant change after theonditions including stay task (see Figure 5). LTM, learner imaged 24 hr after the
ms) versus cue-alone (2,008 ± 170 ms), p = 0.2308, unpaired t test. LTM versus
unpaired (1,726 ± 65 ms), p = 0.3052, unpaired t test. LTM versus STM (1,875 ±
4, unpaired t test.
telencephalon between the cue-alone group (green line) and the learner group
with a red shadowed box.
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Figure 3. Lesion of Activated Areas Impairs Retrieval of the Long-Term Stored Avoidance Behavior
(A1) Experimental schedule for the ablation before training. On the first day, fish underwent the surgery and were kept overnight for the recovery. On the second
day, fish were trained in active avoidance learning as described. The short-termmemory (STM) was tested 30min after the last training session and the long-term
memory (LTM) was tested 24 hr after the last training. S1, session 1; S2, session 2; S3, session 3.
(A2) Experimental schedule for the ablation after training. Fish were first trained in active avoidance learning as described. Surgery was then conducted at 5 hr
after the last training, and a retention test was performed 24 hr after the last training.
(B) Representative examples of the activated area-ablated and sham-operated individuals. Section level is indicated in (E). Anterior (sham-operation-level) and
posterior (the activity spot-level) sections with Nissl staining are shown in coronal view. Stars indicate the ablated sites.
(C) The ablation before training does not affect the acquisition of the learning and STM but does affect the LTM. Columns and bars represent the mean ± SEM,
respectively. Sham, n = 5; abl, n = 5. The average trial numbers required to achieve the learning criterion were 35 and 32.8 for sham S1 and abl S1, 14.4 and 17.4
for sham S3 and abl S3, 16.6 and 12.4 for sham STM and abl STM, and 14.2 and 30.4 for sham LTM and abl LTM. Sham S1 versus abl S1, p = 0.2642, unpaired
t test. Sham S3 versus abl S3, p = 0.3659, unpaired t test. Sham STM versus abl STM, p = 0.2604, unpaired t test, sham LTM versus abl LTM, *p < 0.05, unpaired
t test. abl STM versus abl LTM, *p < 0.05, sham STM versus sham LTM, p = 0.3641, unpaired t test. abl, ablated.
(D) The effect of ablation at 24 hr after training on the retrieval of the avoidance behavior. Columns and bars represent the mean ± SEM, respectively. Sham, n = 8;
abl, n = 14. The average trial numbers required to achieve the learning criterion were 10 and 9.6 before and after the sham procedure, respectively, and 9.6 and
23.6 before and after ablation, respectively. Sham before versus sham after, p = 0.35, paired t test. Ablated before versus ablated after, *p < 0.05, paired t test.
Sham after versus ablated after, *p < 0.05, unpaired t test.
(E) Schematic map for the ablation sites. Black circles indicate activity spot ablation sites. White circles indicate sham-operated ablation sites. For calculation of
the site, see Experimental Procedures.
See also Figure S3.
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the learning criterion (Figure 3D, before [average in training ses-
sion 3] = 10; after [average] = 9.6, p = 0.35, paired t test). When
the ablation was performed 24 hr after the last conditioning886 Neuron 78, 881–894, June 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.session, we also observed the defect in the memory retrieval
(Figure S3C).
Altogether, our results indicate that the identified telence-
phalic areas are required specifically for the retrieval and/or
Neuron
Behavioral Program Retrieval in Zebrafishstorage of a long-term consolidated behavioral program in
zebrafish.
Neuronal Firing in theActivated Area Is Sharply Tuned to
the Cue Presentation
To examine physiological changes in neurons within the acti-
vated area after learning, we performed loose patch-clamp
recording of individual neurons residing within the activated
area of learner fish and cue-alone fish 24 hr after the last training
using a small-field imaging setup (Figure S2B). We determined
the recording site either by direct observation of the calcium sig-
nals in HuC:IP fish prior to the recording or by locating the elec-
trode on the averaged coordinates of activity centers for the
active avoidance task as in the ablation experiment in wild-
type fish (Figure 4C). The activated area was contained in the
parvalbumin (PV)-expressing area of the Dc and Dl regions,
lateral to the sulcus ypsilonformis (sy), which marks the border
between the Dm andDc regions (Figures S4A–S4D). Importantly,
double staining of the activated area labeling by pontamine sky
blue injection with PV immunohistochemistry revealed that the
activated area under the large-field imaging setup indeed corre-
sponded to that observed under the small-field imaging setup
(Figures S4B–S4D, see also full experimental procedures in the
Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
We analyzed 114 neurons from 24 individuals of the learner
group and 133 neurons from 19 individuals of the cue-alone con-
trol group. As the average cell density of the dorsal surface of
telencephalon was 53 ± 10 cells/(200 mm 3 40 mm) area, and
the average of the surface size of the estimated activated area
was 28,838.4 ± 9,069.3 mm2, the estimated cell number for
each individual activated area was 191 ± 36.7 cells. Thus, the re-
corded cells may represent approximately 60% and 70% of the
total number of the surface neurons of the activated area in the
learner and cue-alone groups, respectively.
The spike counts of every 50 ms bin were normalized to the
average of the spike counts during 1,000 ms before cue presen-
tation. Then, the normalized spike activities were analyzed for
each 250 ms bin during 1,000 ms after the cue onset and classi-
fied into five groups based on their spike activity change pattern
(see Experimental Procedures). In Figure 4A, we show examples
of the raw spike count data for each group of activity patterns.
Each of these five response groups exhibited unique properties
during retrieval of the behavioral program. Interestingly, the pro-
portion of early-activated/late-inhibited (EA/LI) neurons that
showed an increase in spike activity upon cue presentation
and a subsequent inhibition was significantly larger in learner
fish than in control fish (Figure 4B, 23.7% versus 3.8%, p <
0.001, c2 test). In contrast, the proportion of inhibited (I) neurons
showing reduced spike activity upon cue presentation was
significantly smaller in learner fish than in control fish (Figure 4B,
28.1% versus 49.6%, p < 0.01, c2 test). The other three types of
neurons, i.e., early-activated (EA) neurons, late-activated (LA)
neurons, and no-response (N) neurons, were similar in propor-
tion between learner fish and control fish (Figure 4B, EA neurons,
p = 0.81; LA neurons, p = 0.51; N neurons, p = 0.6. c2 test). The
proportion of neurons showing a cue-evoked response was also
not different between learner and control fish (Figure 4B, p =
0.85, c2 test). Together, these results indicate that propertiesof the stimulus for retrieval of the conditioned avoidance pro-
gram are encoded by distinct firing patterns in neural ensembles.
It might appear contradictory that we did not observe a signif-
icant increase in the calcium signal in the telencephalon before
learning, although we identified EA neurons in the same area
that responded to the cue presentation by single-neuron
recording. We attribute this potential discrepancy to our obser-
vation of an abrupt increase in spike activity from basal activity
in a 250 ms bin from the cue onset in the EA/LI neurons in learner
fish compared to EA neurons in control fish (learner, EA/LI neu-
rons [average] = 11.03; control, EA neurons [average] = 1.70).
We believe that our wide-field calcium imaging setup, which
could detect population activity but not single-cell responses,
was not sensitive enough to detect this small change in the firing
rate of EA neurons upon cue presentation in control fish.
Anatomical Characteristics of Neurons in the Activated
Area
We next aimed to identify the connectivity pattern arising from
the activated area. A subset of recorded cells was labeled with
neurobiotin to observe their morphology, axonal projection pat-
terns, and neurotransmitter distribution. Most of the neurobiotin-
labeled neurons (ten out of 12) had widely branched neuropils
near the surface of the dorsal telencephalon (Figures 4F and
4H). Some axons diverged from these neuropils and grew toward
the dorsal nucleus of the ventral telencephalic area (Vd) (Figures
4F–4I), which may correspond to the mammalian striatum by the
expression of genetic markers (Figures S4F–S4J; Mueller et al.,
2008; Mueller and Wullimann, 2009). Most of these neurons
(nine out of 10) also had projections directed toward the slightly
more posteriorly located dorsal part of the entopeduncular nu-
cleus (ENd) that may be homologous to the primate globus pal-
lidus (Figures 4H and 4J) and, in some cases, this projection did
not terminate at the ENd but entered into the anterior commis-
sure (AC) (data not shown).
The dorsal part of the telencephalon contains numerous gluta-
matergic neurons and sparse GABAergic neurons, whereas neu-
rons in the ventral part of the telencephalon are mainly
GABAergic (Figure S4E). Two-color in situ hybridization to the
labeled neurons with vglut1/2.1/2.2 and gad65/67 revealed
mostly glutamatergic neurons (Figure 4D, vglut1/2.1/2.2 n = 5,
gad65/67 n = 0, neither n = 2). In a few cases (two out of 12 cells),
the labeled neurons showed less developed neuropils without
clear long projections (data not shown) with no particular rela-
tionship between these neurons and electrophysiological
features.
Altogether, these findings indicate that glutamatergic afferents
from the activated area project to putative striatum (Figure 4E).
Change in the Behavioral Rule Activates a Different
Neural Population
To challenge the fixed pattern of telencephalic activity in
response to the cue presentation, we changed the behavioral
rule once fish had learned the original active avoidance para-
digm. In this alternate paradigm, fish must remain in the initial
compartment during the cue presentation to avoid the electric
shock, instead of swimming to the opposite compartment.
We named this modified paradigm the ‘‘stay task’’ and theNeuron 78, 881–894, June 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 887
Figure 4. Electrophysiological, Morphological, and Neurochemical Profiling
(A) Representative neural activity for each response class of neuron. A red shadow indicates the 500 ms cue presentation period. A green shadow indicates the
following 500 ms postcue presentation period used for the analysis.
(B) Learning-dependent changes in the proportion of each type of neurons. The proportion of EA/LI neurons was significantly larger in learner fish (p < 0.001***,
c2 test). The proportion of I neurons was significantly smaller in learner fish (p < 0.01**, c2 test). EA neurons, ctl, n = 30, learner, n = 26; EA/LI neurons, ctl, n = 5,
learner, n = 15; LA neurons, ctl, n = 18, learner, n = 18; I neurons, ctl, n = 65, learner, n = 32; N neurons, ctl, n = 15, learner, n = 11.
(C) The recording site was lateral to sy and within the activated area (see Experimental Procedures). Tel, telencephalon; OB, olfactory bulb. Scale bar indicates
10 mm.
(D) Cell body of neuron in (G) (the square region indicated as D) showing expression of vglut 1,2.1, 2.2 (blue) but not gad 65,67 (red). Scale bar indicates 50 mm.
(E) Schematic diagram showing the connection of the activated area in the dorsal telencephalon with other parts of the brain based on single-cell tracing studies
and bulk labeling. The activity spot receives the visual and/or somatosensory inputs from the PG. It projects to the Vd, the presumptive striatum in teleosts, and
also toward the contralateral hemisphere passing by the ENd and extending into the AC. There are reciprocal projections between the activated area and the ENd
as well as the PG, indicated by bidirectional arrows. See Supplemental Information for details of the tracing study. Anterior is to the left. Dorsal is toward the top.
(F) An example of a labeled neuron (green) projecting to the dorsal nucleus of the ventral telencephalic area (Vd). Arrows show the trajectory of the projecting axon-
like structure. The cell body was inadvertently removed during histochemistry processing. Scale bar indicates 200 mm.
(G) Magnified view of the square region in (F) (indicated as G) showing the extended projection within the Vd. vglut 1,2.1, 2.2 (blue) and gad 65,67 (red) were
costained by in situ hybridization. Arrows show the terminated axon-like projection within the Vd (outlined with a white dotted line).
(H) Example of a labeled neuron (green) projecting toward the entopeduncular nucleus dorsal part (ENd) as well as the Vd. Arrows indicate the putative axonal
projection and an arrowhead indicates the extended projection within the ENd. vglut 1,2.1,2.2 (blue) and gad 65,67 (red) were costained by in situ hybridization.
Scale bar indicates 200 mm.
(I) Higher magnification of the square region in (H) (indicated as I) around the Vd. The arrows show the bifurcated axon branches entering the Vd region. A white
dotted line outlines the Vd.
(J) Higher magnification of the square region in (I) (indicated as J) around the ENd. The arrows show the passing by axonal projection. A white dotted line outlines
the ENd.
See also Figure S4.
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Behavioral Program Retrieval in Zebrafishoriginal paradigm as the ‘‘avoidance task’’ (Figure 5A1). We
were particularly interested in testing whether the pattern of
telencephalic neural activity observed during the avoidance
task represented simple motor commands or encoded the888 Neuron 78, 881–894, June 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.appropriate behavioral program for active avoidance. The
former possibility would predict disappearance of the activity
once fish were retrained to stay still after cue presentation in
the stay task.
Neuron
Behavioral Program Retrieval in ZebrafishLearner fish trained for the avoidance task on the first day were
tested for retrieval of the avoidance response on the next day.
After a 20 min resting period, the same fish were further trained
for the stay task (Figure 5A2). By the third session of the stay
task, the rate of trials in which the fish stayed in the initial
compartment reached over 80% (Figure 5B, stay success
rate). There was no effect of the electric shock itself on the fish
behavior in terms of the number crossing the hurdle or the swim-
ming distance (Figures S5A1 and S5A2). We then proceeded to
the calcium imaging 30 min after the last session of the stay task
to see whether the activity pattern was the same as or different
from that in the avoidance task.
Even after fish learned the stay task, we continued to observe
activation in the dorsal telencephalon. However, remarkably, the
activated areas observed after the stay task appeared slightly,
but significantly, different from that observed in the initial avoid-
ance task. The activated area was extended in a lateral and
posterior direction (Figure 5C). The observed activity pattern dif-
ference was not the consequence of repeating conditioning in 2
consecutive days, because fish that were trained by the avoid-
ance task on the first day and then by the avoidance task again
on the next day showed calcium activity patterns similar to those
observed 24 hr after the three avoidance conditioning sessions
were given and were not repeated any more (Figure S5C). In or-
der to examine whether the enlargement did not appear simply
because of the passage of time, we gave the fish only cues
without punishment on the next day of the initial avoidance
task. Even after four sessions, the acquired avoidance behavior
was not extinguished (Figure S5D3). Consistent with the behav-
ioral result, the calcium activity pattern in these fishwas relatively
similar to but did not get larger than that observed at 24 hr after
the avoidance conditioning, further supporting the idea that the
enlarged calcium activity pattern for the stay task is specific to
the learned stay behavior (Figures S5D1 and S5D2).
When the centers of the activated areas for individual fish were
collectively plotted with respect to standardized anatomical
landmarks of the telencephalon (see Experimental Procedures),
the clusters of activity centers between the avoidance task- and
stay task-trained groups demonstrated a significantly different
spatial pattern (Figure 5D). Importantly, the distances from the
average point for the avoidance task (Figure 5D, orange crosses)
to each activity center for the stay task were significantly larger
than those to each activity center for the avoidance task in
both hemispheres (Figure 5E1). Likewise, the distances from
the average point for the stay task (Figure 5D, green crosses)
to each activity center for the avoidance task were significantly
larger than those to each activity center for the stay task in
both hemispheres (Figure 5E2). These analyses indicate that
the patterns of clustered activity were significantly shifted be-
tween the avoidance and stay tasks. We compared the time
sequence of stay and avoidance activity and found no significant
difference of the peak time (Figures S5B1, S5B2, and S5G, left
telencephalon, p = 0.0931, unpaired t test; right telencephalon,
p = 0.0599, unpaired t test).
We then asked whether the calcium activity pattern after the
rule change can be traced 24 hr later. However, it turned out
that fish trained first by the avoidance task then by the stay
task could not retain the stay memory until 24 hr and, concomi-tantly, their calcium activity pattern returned to the pattern similar
to that of the avoidance task (Figure S5E). Similarly, fish that
were trained by the stay task alone could not maintain the
memory for the stay task 24 hr after the training and showed
no localized calcium activity pattern within the telencephalon
(Figure S5F).
To compare the activity patterns of the stay task and the
avoidance task in the same time schedule of 24 hr after the
training, we next trained the fish with two different colors of
LED, red and blue, allowing us to assign two different tasks in
a same training session with a random sequence (Figure 5G).
We also trained other fish in a reversed color-task contingency
(See Experimental Procedures). Indeed, fish could learn to
distinguish these two colors and corresponding correct behav-
iors (Figure 5H, 70% < of success rate for each task, a slightly
more relaxed criterion than the previous avoidance then stay
paradigm, Movie S6, see also Figure S5I for the success rate
of all trials) although the learning efficiency was not high
(18.03%, n = 61). The apparent high success rate in the stay
task trials in the first session of two-color conditioning was actu-
ally due to the fact that the fish simply tended to freeze irrespec-
tive of the presented cue colors because they frequently
received electric shocks in the failed avoidance trials at the initial
stage of the training (Figure 5H). Indeed, the two-color condition-
ing is an active learning of both tasks because the number
crossing the hurdle during the stay task is significantly lower
than that during the intertrial intervals (ITIs) (p < 0.05, two-way
ANOVA, Figure 5F). When we examined calcium signals against
two different color LEDs, we observed a similar difference of
activity patterns between avoidance and stay task (Figure 5I, in-
dividual 1 was trained by red-avoidance and blue-stay contin-
gency and individual 2 was trained by blue-avoidance and red-
stay contingency, see also Figure S5J for collective data).
Thus, regardless of the contingency, activity in the telencephalon
did not disappear upon retrieval of the stay; rather, it was
broader than that in avoidance memory retrieval. This is obvious
when the outlines of activated area corresponding to each task
were drawn on the telencephalon map of each individual (Fig-
ure S5K). Together, these results demonstrate that telencephalic
activity observed in learners of the avoidance task did not simply
represent motor commands and that different behavioral pro-
grams were employed in mediating the avoidance task- and
stay task-behavioral responses that involved significantly
different neural population clusters in the dorsal telencephalon.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we identified a brain region necessary for the recall
of the consolidated memory within the dorsal telencephalon of
zebrafish that becomes activated in response to a cue presenta-
tion 1 day after active avoidance learning. The calcium signal in
this area was specific for the retrieval of a long-term memory
from a learned avoidance behavioral program, because it was
not present immediately after fish were trained to criterion. This
response was accompanied by the emergence of neurons in
the area becoming sharply tuned to the cue onset and presum-
ably entrained by learning. Finally, when the behavioral rule was
changed, a distinct ensemble of neurons was recruited forNeuron 78, 881–894, June 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 889
Figure 5. Zebrafish Learn and Encode the Behavioral Rule Change
(A1) In the original active avoidance paradigm (avoidance task), fish had to swim into the other compartment to avoid the punishment upon the cue presentation.
After a change in the learning contingency (stay task), fish had to stay in the same compartment with the cue turned on to avoid the punishment.
(A2) Experimental schedule. On the first day, fish were trained for the avoidance task. Then, at 24 hr after the last training, fish were first tested for their retrieval of
the avoidance behavior trained in the avoidance task, rested for 20 min, and then trained for the stay task. Imaging was performed 30 min after the last stay
training.
(B) The percentage of successful trials for stay training out of the total trial numbers was plotted as stay success rate (percentage). Dots and bars represent the
mean ± SEM, respectively. Stay success rate increased as stay training sessions were repeated and reached over 80% after three sessions. The stay success
rate averages were as follows: avoidance test = 26.6%, stay first session = 62.9%, stay second session = 80%, stay third session = 90.8%. n = 6. Statistical
analysis was performed by repeated-measures one-way ANOVA and Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test. Avoidance test versus stay 1st, **p < 0.01; avoidance
test versus stay 2nd, ***p < 0.001; avoidance test versus stay 3rd, ***p < 0.001. Stay 1st: stay task first session, stay 2nd: stay task second session, stay 3rd: stay task
third session.
(C) Representative individual activity maps for the avoidance and stay task memory retrieval. The activity pattern for stay is broader than for avoidance.
(D) Distribution of the activity centers of individuals trained in the schedule as in (A2). Orange circles indicate activity centers for the avoidance task (n = 7) and
green circles indicate activity centers for the stay task (n = 6). The orange and green crosses indicate the average points for the avoidance and stay activity
centers, respectively.
(E1 and E2) Avoidance task clusters of activity centers calculated from individuals trained in the schedule as in (A2) are significantly shifted from stay task clusters.
Columns and bars represent themean ± SEM, respectively. Avoidance task, n = 7; stay task, n = 6. (E1) Distances from the average point of the activity centers for
the avoidance task to each activity center for the avoidance task and stay task were calculated for each hemisphere. *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01, unpaired t test. (E2)
Distances from the average point of activity centers for the stay task to each activity center for avoidance task and stay task were calculated for each hemisphere.
*p < 0.05, unpaired t test.
(F) Number of crossing the hurdle during two-color conditioning and test was plotted (cross-number/1 trial or ITI). Dots and bars represent the mean ± SEM,
respectively. n = 8. *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001, two-way ANOVA, Bonferroni’s post test. 2-col first, two-color conditioning first training session; 2-col last, two-color
conditioning last training session; 2-col Test, two-color conditioning test session. The open triangle indicates cross-numbers during ITIs, the open circle indicates
cross-numbers during stay task trials, and the filled circle indicates cross-numbers during avoidance task trials.
(G) In two-color conditioning paradigm, the main program randomly selects one of the two tasks, avoidance and stay tasks. When the success rate becomes
above 70% for both tasks, the training was stopped. Twenty-four hours after the last training, the calcium imaging was performed. Either of red LED-avoidance
(legend continued on next page)
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Behavioral Program Retrieval in Zebrafishmemory retrieval. Together, these results provide a functional
characterization of cortical mnemonic activity necessary for the
retrieval and rapid modification of a learned associative behav-
ioral program in the vertebrate brain.
Ca2+ Imaging of Long-Term Memory Retrieval
The activity we observed was delayed in appearance because it
did not appear evenwhen fish had effectively retrieved the task at
30min after training. These results support the interpretation that
the bilateral activity we observed is specific to associative
retrieval from long-term memory of the learned avoidance pro-
gram. Long-termmemory is believed to be stored in cortical sites
in mammalian brain. According to the comparative pallial organi-
zation of teleosts with that of mammals, the activated areas
within Dc may correspond to mammalian cortex (Mueller and
Wullimann, 2009). In support of this idea, these regions express
ephA4a and are rich in glutamatergic neurons (Figures S4E–S4J).
In mammals, long-lasting associative memories are known to
be gradually established within the cortex through time-depen-
dent coordinated hippocampal-cortical interactions on the order
of months (Maviel et al., 2004; Frankland et al., 2004). However, it
has been demonstrated that a memory-specific subset of
cortical neurons may be engaged shortly after learning for the
later establishment of a long-lasting remote memory (Yasuda
and Mayford, 2006; Lesburgue`res et al., 2011; Tse et al.,
2011). This process depends on both AMPA- and N-methyl-D-
aspartate (NMDA) receptors and thus presumably accompanies
an activity-dependent intracellular Ca2+ increase (Lesburgue`res
et al., 2011; Tse et al., 2011). Moreover, NMDA receptor-based
Ca2+ activities are thought to initiate the memory formation by
activating Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase (CaMKII),
a key activator of long-term potentiation (LTP) at synapses (May-
ford, 2007; Yasuda and Mayford, 2006). Therefore, the calcium
signals specific to the retrieval of a behavioral program observed
in our experiments could reflect an ongoing consolidation
process.
Learning-Dependent Tuning of Neuronal Firing
Wedetected a learning-dependent change in the firing pattern of
zebrafish neurons from cue inhibited to highly cue tuned. These
results suggest that learning-entrained neurons become tuned
to the cue by the modification of a local inhibitory circuit. In the
mammalian medial prefrontal cortex where excitatory and inhib-
itory neurons form a locally reverberant recurrent circuit, rein-
forcement learning recruits neurons related to decision making
into distinctive activity patterns rather than unrelated neurons
(Rolls et al., 2010a, 2010b; Lisman et al., 1998; Wong and
Wang, 2006). Thus, in our results, the emergence of the highly
cue-tuned neurons with a low basal activity may also result
from plastic changes of local recurrent circuits after learning.task/blue LED-stay task contingency or blue LED-avoidance task/red LED-stay t
throughout the training period.
(H) The percentage of successful trials for each task in last ten trials. Open circle
percentage of stay. Circles and bars represent the mean ± SEM, respectively. The
87.3%, avoidance last training = 75%, stay last training = 78.7%, avoidance tes
(I) The representative activity pattern for each contingency. Fish 1 was trained wit
with blue LED-avoidance task/red LED-stay task contingency. Scale bars indica
See also Figure S5 and Movie S6.Ablation of the activated area before and after the training
demonstrated that it is required specifically for the long-term
storage of thememory of reinforcement learning. Concomitantly,
we observed calcium activity only during recall of the consoli-
dated long-term memory. These results suggest that a region
in fish telencephalon homologous to mammalian cortex can
consolidate and retrieve a long-term memory. Although the
transfer of a memory has been reported in rodents (Frankland
et al., 2004; Maviel et al., 2004), the current study represents
the first report of the visualization and physiological analysis of
long-term consolidated memory in vivo.
Distinct Behavioral Rules Induce Distinct Activity
Patterns
The telencephalic activity that we observed may represent a
neural program for cue association, cue contingency, and avoid-
ance behavior established by learning, rather than a simple mo-
tor command for swimming. Several lines of evidences support
this idea. First, we did not observe the activity 30 min after
training when the fish had already learned the avoidance pro-
gram. Second, and more importantly, we observed the calcium
signals even in the stay memory retrieval acquired by two-color
conditioned learning or by a change in the behavioral rule from
the avoidance to stay task. The telencephalic activity should
disappear in this context if it simply encoded a motor output
command.
The activated areas for memory retrieval in the stay task were
broader than that in the avoidance task, suggesting the engage-
ment of a subset of neurons that were required specifically for
the learning contingency for stay. One possible explanation for
this broader activity pattern in the stay task would be the require-
ment of the activity of an additional telencephalic region that
suppresses the activity of the avoidance ensemble to accom-
plish the stay behavior in fish. In the rodent cued fear condition-
ing paradigm, the infralimbic cortex is required to suppress the
expression of the learned fear, i.e., freezing (Sotres-Bayon and
Quirk, 2010).
We showed that a change in the learning contingency from
the avoidance to the stay task induced a rapid change in acti-
vation patterns. However, the telencephalic signals for the
stay task after the avoidance task faded by 24 hr. This is in
distinctive contrast with the case when the fish first learned
the avoidance task, in which the signal was detected only
24 hr later. Although the difference in the emergence of the
signal suggested that the stay task learning in the avoidance-
then-stay conditioning may take advantage of the already
formed memory of the avoidance task as a ‘‘schema’’ (Tse
et al., 2011), we think that this is not likely because fish can
learn the stay task well even after ablating the activated area
for the avoidance task (Figure S5H).ask contingency was adopted. The same contingency was applied to one fish
indicates the percentage of avoidance and the black filled circle indicates the
success rate averages were avoidance first training = 25%, stay first training =
t = 71.1%, and stay test = 70.2%. n = 8.
h red LED-avoidance task/blue LED-stay task contingency. Fish 2 was trained
te 200 mm.
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learning of two different actions, lick or no lick, induced corre-
lated activity of specific neural ensembles in motor cortex for
each action by learning-related circuit plasticity (Komiyama
et al., 2010). Importantly, in the current study, there was no in-
crease in the proportion of neurons correlated to each action,
suggesting that changes induced by this learning paradigm
probably reflect changes in synaptic strength of a local microcir-
cuit but not the recruitment of a novel population of neurons. In
contrast, our results indicate that neurons are tuned to activate
at the onset of cue presentation, and the learning of a novel
behavioral program could recruit an additional population of
neurons into a distinct ensemble.
Future Directions
Understanding how neural ensembles encode and retrieve
behavioral programs at different timescales is a major challenge
in neuroscience (Lisman and Grace, 2005). In the current study,
we employed wide-field calcium imaging of the whole zebrafish
telencephalon to localize neural activity during the retrieval of a
behavioral program stored in long-term memory, followed by
electrophysiological recordings and anatomical tracing to reveal
the underlying functional changes and connectivity in neurons in
this cortical region. This approach highlights the use of zebrafish
as a model organism for studying memory. Preceding studies,
such as in the larval zebrafish adaptive motor control, in the in-
sect olfactory learning or zebrafish olfaction, and in the mouse
sensorimotor learning, have demonstrated that observation of
activities of cellular ensembles at the level of single cells is
possible by using two-photon microscopy (Ahrens et al., 2012;
Honegger et al., 2011; Blumhagen et al., 2011; Huber et al.,
2012). Application of such technology for the study of zebrafish
telencephalon would reveal the mechanisms underlying the
complex neuronal process leading to long-termmemory consol-
idation. Recently, other emerging technologies such as optoge-
netics or pharmacogenetics have very elegantly succeeded in
manipulating the activities of the brain regions or the neural en-
sembles involved in memory (Goshen et al., 2011; Liu et al.,
2012; Garner et al., 2012). Combined application of these tech-
nologies in zebrafish will enable us to map the complete neural
circuit for learning and memory of behavioral programs and
examine communication between brain areas in the formation
of neural ensembles that are responsible for the storage and
retrieval of the memory.
Active avoidance learning has been regarded as one form of
reinforcement learning, which requires improvement in an avoid-
ance skill by trial-and-error using relief from the pain of an elec-
tric shock as a positive reinforcer (Mowrer, 1956; Maia, 2010;
Dayan, 2012). However, whether or not the neural mechanism
for this active avoidance paradigm matches contemporary
reward learning theory or requires a new theoretical framework
has not been studied. The use of zebrafish will also open new av-
enues for addressing these issues.
Our tracing data of anatomical connections from the activated
area indicate that this area sends efferents to the Vd, the pre-
sumptive zebrafish striatum that expresses precursor genes for
Substance P and Enkephalin, two markers of projection neurons
in the mammalian striatum (Figures S4K and S4L). Moreover, our892 Neuron 78, 881–894, June 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.tracing data showed that the activated area receives afferents
from the midbrain multimodal sensory relay nucleus, the preglo-
merular nucleus (PG) (Figure 4E, see Supplemental Information
and Figures S4M–S4T). Thus, the visual stimulus (i.e., cue) and
the somatosensory stimulus (i.e., electric shock) information
from sensory organs probably enter the activated area of the
telencephalon via the PG during learning. Based on its connec-
tivity and developmental origin, fish PG has been proposed to
be part of the thalamus (Mueller andWullimann, 2009). These re-
sults suggest that neurons in the activated area may be a part of
the neural circuit homologous to the mammalian corticobasal
ganglia circuit. Recently, it was anatomically shown that lam-
prey, the oldest phylogenetic group of vertebrates, possesses
a well-conserved basal ganglia circuit (Stephenson-Jones
et al., 2011). Zebrafish can be a good system to further test
whether the canonical and functional circuit homologous to the
corticobasal ganglia circuit in mammals is conserved anatomi-
cally and functionally in evolution.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
All surgical and experimental procedures were reviewed and approved by the
Animal Care and Use Committees of the RIKEN Brain Science Institute. See
also full experimental procedures in the Supplemental Experimental Proce-
dures for Ca2+ imaging, electrophysiological recordings, and other histological
studies.
Behavioral Tasks
Active Avoidance Paradigm
Either transgenic HuC:IP or wild-type adult zebrafish were trained in a shuttle
tank divided into two compartments of equal size by a hurdle (Figure 1A). The
fish had to cross a hurdle to avoid a mild electric shock delivered as a punish-
ment upon presentation of a red LED lamp given as a cue (avoidance). When a
fish achieved the learning criterion bymaking eight avoidance responses in ten
trials, or when a maximum of 60 trials was reached, the training session was
terminated. Fish that achieved the learning criterion within three consecutive
sessions were considered learners. As control groups, we trained either
HuC:IP or wild-type fish in three conditions: cue-alone group, shock-alone
group, and cue-shock unpaired group. Cue-alone group fish were given only
cue, and shock-alone group fish were given only shock for 35 trials for the first
session and ten trials for each of the second and third sessions. Cue-shock un-
paired group fish were randomly given cue or the electric shock in an unpaired
manner for the same trial numbers as two other control groups. The tests for
the retrieval of the trained behavior were performed with electric shock if there
is no description.
Stay Task
Learner fish trained for the original avoidance task were tested for the retrieval
of avoidance behavior without electric shock on the next day (average trial
numbers for reaching the learning criterion in avoidance test = 10.4 ± 2.2,
n = 6), and then further trained for the stay task after 20 min of rest. In the
stay task, fish had to stay in the same compartment for 30 s of cue presenta-
tion, and the electric shock was only delivered if fish entered the opposite
compartment, with cessation of the electric shock if fish returned to the original
compartment. One session of stay task comprised a fixed number of 40 trials.
We repeated three sessions with 20 min intersession intervals. In the last
training session, fish exhibited more than 80% success in learning the stay
task (average success rate in the last stay session = 95% ± 5%, n = 6).
Two-Color Conditioning
We prepared red and blue LED lamps positioned side-by-side and presented
through the same window of the chamber as used in the avoidance and stay
task. We prepared two groups of fish. In the first group, the avoidance task
was associated with the red LED and the stay task was associated with the
blue LED. Within one session of 40 trials, at each trial, the program randomly
selected between the avoidance task and the stay task. Thus, one individual
Neuron
Behavioral Program Retrieval in Zebrafishin the first group experienced both the red LED-avoidance and the blue LED-
stay task in a random sequence during one session. The total number of trials
in one session was programmed to be 20 trials for both tasks. The fish was
trained for several sessions (three sessions on the average; n = 8) with
20 min intersession intervals until it reached the learning criterion, i.e., the suc-
cess rates for both tasks were over 70%. In the second group, the avoidance
task was associated with the blue LED and the stay task was associated with
the red LED. The conditioning schedule itself was the same as in the first
group. The test session was performed 24 hr after the last training, with the
electric shock.
Electrolytic Ablation
Bilateral lesions were made by inserting an insulated tungsten microelectrode
(TM33B01, World Precision Instruments) into the target coordinates and
applying a current of 30 mA for 8 s. The target area was 0.01023 [body length]
lateral and 0.0224 3 [body length] rostral from the habenula, which corre-
sponds to the average of the activity centers of the IP imaging (Figure 3B,
n = 7).
Analysis of Recorded Neural Activities
Spike counts of every 50 ms were summed, and then spike counts of 250 ms
bins were normalized with the average of the spike counts over 1 s before cue
onset. An increase or decrease in normalized spike activity of each 250 ms bin
by more than two SDs was considered as activation or inhibition, respectively.
Four bins starting from the onset of cue presentation were analyzed to classify
the activity pattern. Neurons showing activation within 500 ms of the cue pre-
sentation period were categorized as early-activated neurons, while those
showing activation at more than 500 ms after the cue presentation were cate-
gorized as late-activated neurons. Neurons that showed inhibition within at
least one bin of the analyzed four bins were categorized as inhibited neurons.
Neurons showing activation during the cue presentation, but subsequently in-
hibited for two bins, were categorized as early-activated/late-inhibited neu-
rons. Neurons showing no response upon cue presentation were categorized
as no-response neurons.
Temporally Compressed Activity Map and Calculation of the Activity
Center
The activity maps were constructed by averaging the frames over a period up
to 2 s after the onset of cue presentation. The activity maps were then spatially
filtered using a mild Gaussian kernel filter in Metamorph software (width 7
pixels, height 7 pixels) and color coded. The center of gravity of the activated
area was calculated by using Metamorph software and was defined as the ac-
tivity center. The activity centers were plotted on the coordinate using the line
connecting the most anterior points of the left and right tectum as the abscissa
and the midline as the ordinate.SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes fives figures, Supplemental Experimental
Procedures, and six movies and can be found with this article online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2013.04.009.
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